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Overview of SUITS

To increase capacity of S-M LAs to develop and implement sustainable, inclusive, 

integrated and accessible transport strategies, policies, technologies, practices, 

procedures, tools, measures and intelligent transport systems that recognize the end-to-

end travel experiences of all users and freight. 

By taking a sociotechnical, approach addressing 

capacity shortfalls at individual, institutional 

and organisational level

To enhance

Use organisational change theory to develop 

learning, innovative departments

Provide learning resources to increase 

knowledge and understanding
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Our cities, apply SUITS outputs at local level

Palanga

Dachau

Rome

Kalamaria

Coventry

Torino

Valencia

Stuttgart

Alba Iulia
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MaaS

Johan Herrlin, CEO of Ito World, commented “there is nothing inherently altruistic about MaaS as a concept”.

A range of witnesses for the  House of Commons Transport Report (2018) noted that early research showed MaaS

could develop in such a way as to result in:

• an increase in use of taxis and private hire vehicles, with negative consequences for road congestion and air 

pollution;

• the worsening of digital and social exclusion; and

• MaaS solutions that were available in some places and not others.

They noted that, as MaaS increases in popularity, such issues will need to be addressed to ensure that MaaS evolves 

in as beneficial a way as possible

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmtrans/590/full-report.html
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Method used to gather LAs’ opinions about MaaS

• One day conference held in Coventry in November 2018 with 60 delegates

• Morning of key note speakers

• World café format where delegates were assigned randomly to a moderated table, 

then rotated.

Strengths & vulnerabilities in 

implementing MaaS measures 

regarding the regulatory 

framework?

Opportunities & risks for a LA 

implementing MaaS measures 

regarding the regulatory 

framework?
Strengths & vulnerabilities in 

implementing MaaS measures 

regarding financing?

Opportunities & risks for an LA 

implementing MaaS measures 

regarding financing?

Opportunities & risks  

implementing MaaS 

measures regarding 

stakeholders?

Strengths & vulnerabilities in 

implementing MaaS measures 

with respect to stakeholders?
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Opportunities Risks

Discussion of regulatory framework

• Data driven service design

• Extended offering of MaaS in 

tenders thereby widening 

competition and interest

• Potential wider range of 

investors

• Trial new innovations in cities, 

leading to new business 

opportunities and vibrancy

• Reduction in costs, inward 

investment

• Introduction of new regulatory 

frameworks

• For refocussing attention on 

sustainability and efficiency 

rather than EVs and autonomy

• Liability and responsibility of LAs in cases of market failure

• Need to mitigate negative effects

• Poor perceptions of PT may transfer to MaaS

• PT at risk when a modal shift to MaaS

• Greater service fragmentation

• If PT revenue declines, will effect subsidies, which effects most 

vulnerable communities, so increase in transport poverty and decrease 

in inclusivity

• Effects of MaaS on LA revenue streams e.g. parking fines

• How does MaaS fit in to overall transport plan, can services be assured 

for all people

• Competition bias against new MaaS entries into a crowded market

• Additional burdens on LAs: legal, admin & regulatory issues; conflict 

resolution & disputes over service provision; management of disruption 

caused by change: LA as provider, regulator, and commissioner

• Data and GDPRm security and privacy
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Summary of regulatory issues

• Concern was raised about the extent to which regulations can keep up with 

innovations and demand for new services 

• Need to include regulations which deal with negative/side effects including 

enforcement of service provision and workers’ rights.

• Need a legal framework for collaborative schemes, liability for non-delivery of 

services (bankruptcy etc.) and to encourage competition rather than just favoring 

MaaS operators 

• Could create friction in LAs’ role, e.g. subsidies could distort the market within the 

MaaS system. LA might have double role as provider and regulator. 

• Additional burdens on LAs: legal, admin & regulatory issues; conflict resolution & 

disputes over service provision; management of disruption caused by change: LA as 

provider, regulator, and commissioner

• Comments dependent on country, size of city, ownership of current PT, relationship 

with universities, level of public consultation, political support
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Strengths Vulnerabilities

SVOR of financial issues

• Transparency and public scrutiny

• Central hub for linking suppliers and 

funding

• Ability to offer concessions

• Existence of public authority

• Limited direct financial support for smaller cities

• Lack of knowledge about how to deal with financing

• Lack of knowledge about how to gain funding/develop 

financially viable projects/access to 

crowdfunding/competitive funding

• Lot of variability and vulnerability in LAs

• Internal knowledge sharing

• Internal competition in larger LAs

Opportunities
• Backing from political parties

• Opportunities for new businesses

• Better PR & communication plans to 

gain support for taxation and eco 

friendly messages

• Ability to differentiate volume and 

destination usage

Risks
• Transparency and public scrutiny

• Big ideas, too much competition, too little know how

• Vulnerability of cities which have already committed to 

existing systems

• Ability to offer concessions
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Summary of financial issues

• Overlap with the previous section

• At first MaaS was seen as an opportunity for LAs

• Concerns over disruption of existing transport operators, wider effects of modal shift 

in terms of lost revenue …crucially the wider effects of loss of revenue eg reduction in 

concessionary travel

• Management within the LA eg how revenue streams would be divided between MaaS 

providers 
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Internal stakeholders

Discussion of stakeholder engagement

• Transport department

• Other departments within LA; eg

• technical department,

• public tender department

• highways

• finance

• communication, 

• Transport cabinet members; 

• Planning cabinet members

• Security board

• Local councilors

Challenges

• Internal awareness raising

• Raising awareness of policy makers

• Interdepartmental co-operation and common will

• Gaining political support

• Conviction of internal stakeholders
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ChallengesExternal stakeholders

Discussion of stakeholder engagement

• Finding external stakeholders

• Persuading them to invest resources with no 

guarantee of success

• Finding right mix/balance between public and

private transport

• Incentivisation for modal shift

• Finding right balance of power between 

individual providers and with the LA

• Risk management

• Should there just be one provider? Highly 

risky

• Can smaller providers co-exist alongside 

larger ones

• Creating the right mix to ensure high quality 

of service for ALL CITIZENS

• Public transport providers

• Private mobility providers

• Service providers

• Software developers

• Technology companies

• Future users 

• Infrastructure providers

• Press and media
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Strategies to encourage stakeholder engagement

• Promoting the possibility for stakeholders to use data (e.g. 

reason for journey, origin-destination data, frequencies of use)

• Carry out user surveys in advance to verify the needs and 

requirements of the users to the stakeholders

• (what might encourage use, what are they dissatisfied with at 

the moment, what are their expectations?)

• Get people storytelling e.g. how a nurse gets to hospital at 

hours when there isn’t a commercially viable conventional 

public transport service

• Show benefits in terms of economics and health

• Show financial benefits (best with concrete calculation 

examples that compare the ownership of an own vehicle with 

the use of MaaS)

• What are the benefits for different groups for MaaS
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Larger citiesSmall cities

Size of cities

• Lack flexibility

• Unable to change rules

• Over protective

• Give preferential treatment to certain stake 

holders and encumbments

• Find it hard to integrate public and private 

service providers or transfer services

• Citizens have a weaker knowledge of

sustainable mobility

• Have more flexibility

• Can identify and reach stakeholders more easily

• Connect more easily

• Good partners with innovation & research 

consortia who can influence MaaS adoption 

• More easily enforce policy

• Focus on social visions, can mobilise and be 

more receptive to change

• Involves public through consultations and public 

enquiry

BUT

• Lack technical knowledge, know- how and 

persuasive arguments

• See complexity as risky

• Swayed by powerful stakeholders

• Inefficient, too central governance, unable to 

identify and sever local needs
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Conclusions

• MaaS deployment is complicated for LAs and largely untested

• They could act as operator, service provider, regulatory and political body, 

commissioner of services, mediator 

• Key responsibility of LA is to guarantee equality, access and inclusivity for all 

citizens.

• What will happen when services fail?

• How can equality and inclusivity be guaranteed with piecemeal,  disruptive and 

untested services?
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